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ike Rutherford says a Genesis reunion could
happen as Phil Collins is “in good shape”. The
Mike + the Mechanics star has given hope of
the ‘Land of Confusion’ stars getting back

together as the band’s singer and drummer has been on
much better form in regards to his fitness to perform,
following his operation in 2009 to repair a dislocated
vertebrae in his neck.  Appearing on ‘Good Morning
Britain’ on Wednesday (13.03.19), the bassist discussed
the changes of them getting the band back on stage,
admitting: “I’ve always said, for years, never say never
and we did the tour 10 years ago, and Phil is in good
shape. “We’re all fit and healthy and we get on well, so
who knows?” Phil - who has been performing solo

shows sat down, including British Summer Time Hyde
Park 2017 - had always been adamant that if he did
return to Genesis, he would have to sing because he’s
unable to play drums. The band’s keyboardist Tony
Banks previously admitted it would be “fun” to get the
band - whose modern line-up is comprised of Phil, Mike
and Tony - back together.  Referring to his bandmate
Phil’s ‘Not Dead Yet’ tour, he said in 2018: “We don’t rule
it out. It’d be fun to try. But Phil’s gotta survive his tour
first of all and we’ll see where it goes.” However, Tony
did acknowledge a “slight problem”, with Collins not
able to play drums. The 65-year-old star added: “Phil’s
our drummer and he can’t drum anymore... His [15-year-
old son Nick] did a very good job for him. He sounds

incredibly like Phil when he plays.” It’s not the first time
Banks has echoed fans calling for a reunion, as he admit-
ted in the past he would “love” to deliver news of them
getting back together. Speaking exclusively to BANG
Showbiz at the Progressive Music Awards 2015 in
London, he said: “I’d love to say that we are, but I know
nothing of it. “It’s never a problem for me really. Mike
and I see each other a lot and we are always up for any-
thing really. The problem really is Phil is not quite able to
do what he did in the past, but we never say never.”

Mike Rutherford: Never say
never to Genesis reunion 

Rihanna gives
friend’s baby ‘first 
listen’ of her album

ihanna gave a friend’s baby the “first listen” of
her eagerly-awaited new album. The
‘California King Bed’ singer took to Instagram
to to tease her 68.8 million followers with a

picture of her close pal Jennifer Rosales little boy Joshua
sat on the mixing desk with ear defenders. Alongside the
studio snap, Rihanna wrote: “Thank you @jennnrosales
and @the_aa for blessing my day a lil mo (sic).” His mom
Jennifer added: “When tia @badgalriri gives you the first
listen. #newmusic (sic)” The Bajan star has been drop-
ping little hints about her record, but her producer The-
Dream recently revealed that she is “super close” to fin-
ishing the long-awaited album. The 30-year-old singer
has kept fans waiting for new music for three years, since
her last album ‘Anti’ in 2016, and according to The-Dream
- who has worked with Rihanna since 2007 - her newest
record is “about done”. He said: “She’s cooking, she’s
about done. She’s about done. Super close.” And
although the versatile songwriter refused to give any
more details about the ‘Work’ hitmaker’s upcoming new
music, he did also tease that BeyoncÈ is “doing some-
thing” in the studio too. He said: “She’s doing something.
I actually haven’t talked to her about it - I’ve talked to the
team about it because it’s kind of just being coordinated.
But she’s doing something.”  For Rihanna, the news that
her album is close to being finished comes after she
recently teased her fans by joking that her Internet con-
nection was poor when asked about the whereabouts of
her new music. The singer posted a video to her
Instagram Stories that featured her waving a wad of cash,
smiling and blowing a kiss to the camera and wrote:
“‘Where the album?’”  “Me: sorry my connection poor.
(sic)” Meanwhile, Kuk Harrell - who worked with the star
on ‘Anti’, as well as co-writing her hit songs ‘Umbrella’
and ‘Only Girl (In the World)’ - recently responded to
one of the singer’s fans who asked for an update on
Rihanna’s new music.  During an Instagram Live, they
asked him: “How’s R9?”, to which he replied: “R9 is great.
R9 is amazing. It’s incredible, And that’s all I’m going to
say.” Although The-Dream believes her record is almost
finished, there has been no official announcement from
Rihanna about a release date for her ninth studio album.
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Flint’s 8 dogs
‘whining and 

barking’ after him
eith Flint’s eight dogs are reportedly pining for
their late owner. The Prodigy frontman was
tragically found dead at his home in Essex on
March 4, with an inquest hearing that the

‘Firestarter’ hitmaker died from hanging. Keith’s canine
pack have been affected by the 49-year-old singer’s
absence and are said to have been heard “barking and
whining” after him by locals in the village.  A special dog
minder, hired by his estate, has been staying at his
sprawling mansion to fend for the mutts until it’s decided
what will happen to them. A source told the Daily Star
newspaper: “Keith loved his dogs. “You would always see
him walking them in the fields. “They seemed utterly
devoted to him. “People in the village have heard them
barking and whining, as though they know something is
just not right. “The band seem to be doing everything
they can to look after them, but they must miss him so
much.” Fans have visited the property and laid out trib-
utes outside, including flowers and letters, to pay their
respects to the ‘Omen’ rocker. According to the tabloid,
one of the notes reads: “Mate, gutted that you felt the
time had come, that ‘you are done’. “You are one of the
most genuine people to grace this planet. “Your music
will live with me forever.” On Monday), Keith’s provision-
al cause of death was ruled as hanging at an inquest,
which was opened and then adjourned. Coroner’s officer
Lynsey Chaffe revealed his provisional cause of death in
the two-minute hearing. She added: “Police attended, all
protocols were followed and his death was confirmed as
not suspicious.” A post-mortem examination was carried
out at Broomfield Hospital three days after the singer’s
death, and further investigations are still under way. A full
hearing will take place on July 23 when toxicology results
are in. Keith’s bandmate, Liam Howlett, previously told
fans his friend had taken his own life. He wrote on
Instagram: “The news is true, I can’t believe I’m saying
this but our brother Keith took his own life over the
weekend. I’m shell shocked , angry , confused and heart
broken ..... r.i.p brother Liam #theprodigy. (sic)” The
‘Breathe’ group - which also includes Maxim Reality -
hailed Keith as a “true pioneer” and a “legend” in a trib-
ute post on Twitter. They wrote: “It is with deepest shock
and sadness that we can confirm the death of our brother
and best friend Keith Flint. A true pioneer, innovator and
legend. He will be forever missed. We thank you for
respecting the privacy of all concerned at this time.” In
the wake of the tragic news, his band mates have decided
to axe their upcoming tour dates.

ouis Tomlinson is set to design the merchan-
dise for his tour. The ‘Just Hold On’ hitmaker
has teased fans that he is the “early” stages of
planning the designs and promised he’s “defi-

nitely” going to hit the road, as he’s missed touring since
One Direction went on hiatus in 2015. He told the Daily
Star newspaper: There will be a tour at some point defi-
nitely as I’ve missed being on the road.  I’ve always been
involved on the merch side of things anyway and I’m
really excited to start getting into that. “It’s pretty early
on but we’ve had initial conversations about that. “I’m
keen to get some merch out ASAP.” Meanwhile, Louis -
who makes up one fourth of One Direction with Harry
Styles, Liam Payne and Niall Horan - recently released
the emotional song ‘Two Of Us’, which helped him with
the grief of losing his mother Johannah Deakin, and he
revealed he was inspired by Liam Gallagher to bare his
soul on the single. The former Oasis rocker’s debut solo
album ‘As You Were’ gave him the strength to work his
own raw emotions into his lyrics. He said: “I don’t like
being clever for the sake of being clever. Sometimes it’s
cool to read between the lines. “My lyrical style, naturally,
is to just be matter of fact, honest and sometimes blunt. I
kind of shied away from writing that song because I
didn’t really think I was ready to go through that process
yet. “I got into a session and we ended up getting into it,
and it was going perfectly. I really did want to write this
song, I was just intimidated at first because it had to be
perfect.” Liam’s introspective LP - which featured mar-
riage breakup songs like ‘For What It’s Worth’ and ‘Paper
Crown’ - inspired Louis to try and make a similar kind of
impact with his own writing. He added: “There had to be
little things in there that were really thought-provoking
for me. I feel like we got the whole message across per-

fectly.” The 27-year-old singer tragically lost mum
Johannah in 2016, when she passed away aged 43 after
losing her battle with leukaemia, and on ‘Two of Us’ he
painfully sings about wishing he was the one who died.
He belts out: “You’ll never know how much I miss you, the
day that they took you, I wish it was me instead.” On the
chorus, Louis sings: “I will be the best of me, always keep
you next to me, I’ll be living one life for the two of us.”

Louis Tomlinson to 
design merch for his tour 

Aoki working
with Sigala 
teve Aoki has revealed he is collaborating with
Sigala. The EDM legend has joined forces with
the British house DJ - whose recent hits
include ‘Just Got Paid’ and ‘Came Here For

Love’ - to create a soundtrack for the summer months,
which is pencilled in to be released in June. Speaking to
The Sun newspaper’s Bizarre column, the ‘Cake Face’ hit-
maker said: “We’ve been working on it for a good time.
It’s an amazing song, very positive. I can imagine groups
of people humming and singing it. It’s a big singalong
anthem.” Meanwhile, Aoki - who has previously collabo-
rated with the likes of Louis Tomlinson, Adam Lambert,
Linkin Park and K-pop superstars BTS - recently
revealed that he has Sam Smith and Adele at the top of
his wish list of dream collaborators. He said: “My dream
collaborator would be Adele or Sam Smith.” In June 2018,
it was reported that ‘Chasing Pavements’ singer Adele is
working on a fourth studio album, which could be
released later this year, and would act as her first new
music since 2015’s ‘25’ LP. An insider said at the time:
“She’s back in the UK and intends to write here.  “A num-
ber of studio musicians have been approached to work
with her and she’s already penned some of the songs.”
Whilst Sam recently teamed up with Fifth Harmony’s
Normani on their recent hit and has previously collabo-
rated with dance group Disclosure twice on 2013’s
‘Latch’ and 2015’s ‘Omen’. So there is plenty of potential
for Aoki to get in touch with both stars. Meanwhile,
despite teaming up with One Direction star Louis on his
2016 debut solo single ‘Just Hold On’, the 41-year-old
producer recently admitted that the pair haven’t been
able to spend time together yet - but regularly communi-
cate over the phone. He said: “We haven’t been able to
connect properly due to our crazy schedules. “But when
we do connect over text or phone it’s always nothing but
love and support for each other.”
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Gomez’s 
album nerves 

elena Gomez is feeling “nervous” about
her new album. The 26-year-old singer is
currently in the studio working on the
follow-up to 2015’s ‘Revival’ and though

recording is going well, she’s worried about making
the wrong decisions so is trying not to rush the
process. She revealed on her Instagram Story: “I’m
currently in the studio and it’s going really good.
“I’m just nervous about it, honestly, ‘cause I feel like
the next few choices that I’m gonna make are very
crucial. So I’m trying to be really diligent and just
patient with everything.” But while the ‘Come and
Get It’ hitmaker is taking her time with the record-
ing process, she’s promised her fans won’t have too
long to wait before they can hear the album. She
added: “But I love you guys very much. The album
is coming very soon!” Last month, Selena teamed
up with Benny Blanco, Tainy, and J. Balvin on ‘I
Can’t Get Enough’ and in January she featured on
Julia Michaels’ song ‘Anxiety’, but hasn’t released
her own solo music since 2018’s ‘Back To You’,
which was recorded for the ‘13 Reasons Why’
soundtrack.  Prior to that, her last release was the
series of non-album singles she put out in 2017,
including ‘Wolves’, ‘Bad Liar’, and ‘Fetish’. The
‘Good for You’ singer has also reportedly signed a
deal with Live Nation which will see her go on a
world tour in support of her next album, which is
being produced by her ‘Fetish’ producer Leland.
Selena’s tour will reportedly include her first shows
on UK soil in six years, after she last performed in
the UK in 2013. The singer was forced to pull out of
the final leg of her ‘Revival Tour’ three years later,
due to suffering from depression caused by her
battle with autoimmune disease Lupus.
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avid Bowie’s ‘Starman’ demo is up for auction.
A collection containing one of the first record-
ed versions of the hit song - which featured on
his 1972 album ‘The Rise and Fall of Ziggy

Stardust and the Spiders from Mars’ - will be sold at
Omega Auctions in Merseyside tomorrow and it is
expected to fetch over £10,000.  The demo - which also
contains early versions of ‘Moonage Daydream’ and ‘Hang
Onto Yourself’- was discovered after languishing in a loft
for 50 years. It’s said the tape recording was made in 1971
by Bowie with his guitarist Mick Ronson, who later gave it
to his friend Kevin Hutchinson who wanted to learn how
to play ‘Starman’.  Speaking to the Press Association,
Hutchinson said: “Now I’m 65 and I played it, I just could-
n’t believe how good it is, but at the time, I thought: ‘it’s
not bad’. At 16 you’re not totally impressed, nothing
impresses you. “I found it and got my old tape recorder
out of the loft as well and threaded the tape into the
machine. We couldn’t believe it when we heard it. It’s
superb.” The demo ends with the iconic musician telling
his pal Ronson that the song isn’t finished when he tries to
end the track.  Hutchinson explained: “You can tell that
Mick has never heard the song before because at the end
he is just about to turn the tape recorder off and Bowie
says: ‘Hang on. There’s a little bit more.”  Dan Hampson,
assistant auction manager, confirmed the validity of the

demo saying: “In consultation with a Bowie expert, we
can say with confidence that this tape contains a very
early and possibly the first ever demo version of
‘Starman’.  “There’s a lot of Bowie mythology around the
writing of this timeless classic, and the raw and truly
beautiful version heard here helps to provide a fascinating
insight into the creative process of a bona fide genius.”

David Bowie’s Starman
demo up for auction 
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